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Athena

Washes and dries with steam, 
sucks up dust and liquids, 

purifies the air.

Thanks to its small dimensions, it 
can be handled and moved easily 

and it can be kept anywhere.
Athena is the solution you were 

looking for.

FOUR MODELS FOR ANY NEED

MODEL STEAM 
PRESSURE

BOILER 
VOLUME

RECHARGIN SYSTEM RESISTANCE 
ABSORPTION

STEAM READY TIME POWER 
JET

ATHENA 8 PLUS 8 BAR 2,4 LITRES AUTOMATIC AND 
MANUAL 3000 W 6 MINUTES YES

ATHENA 8 8 BAR 2,4 LITRES AUTOMATIC AND 
MANUAL 3000 W 6 MINUTES

ATHENA 6 PLUS 6 BAR 2 LITRES AUTOMATIC 1900 W 9 MINUTES YES

ATHENA 6 6 BAR 2 LITRES AUTOMATIC 1900 W 9 MINUTES

Some important features

> Shockproof and high-resistance plastics
> High-load castors
> Ergonomic handles
> Intuitive control panel with digital display
> Excellent holding capacity of up to almost 6 litres
> Dual-turbine motor
> Biggest water filter in its class
> Molecular separator
> Built-in tanks
> Unlimited steam autonomy
> High-performance 8-bar boiler
> Intelligent electric absorption

 

TECHNICAL DATA

Suction: 2400 MM Motor power: 1200 WATT Dimensions: 37 X 30 X 50 CM

The entire range is exclusively made 
in Italy, in full respect of EC directives, 
with Italian components, to ensure 
maximum reliability, efficiency and 
durability.
 

Genuine Made in Italy.

a compact 
and powerful 
washer-dryer



AthenaAthena 

Degreaser

a compact 
and powerful 
washer-dryer

Athena is the first washer-dryer this compact 
with a steam jet that can reach 8 bar of 
pressure. 

It is a special, powerful and ecological machine; 
it sucks up solids and liquids and does not need 
any filters or bags that have to be changed every 
so often because it uses the natural properties of 
water and steam to ensure maximum hygiene and 
cleanliness in respect of the environment.

Athena, with its powerful suction motor can clean 
alone: hoses, tanks and even the boiler will be 
cleaned with a simple action without the intervention 
of technical staff.

RECHARGE
AUTOMATIC MODE

RECHARGE
MANUAL MODE

Power jet enriched steam

This function allows increasing the steam power and the dirt removal.
A special pressure pump injects some liquid together with steam. 
Normal water or, if necessary, some specific diluted
detergent can be used.

Double refill boiler:
In automatic mode the Athena boiler refills itself, letting you work 
without annoying interruptions. If necessary, the double refill lets 
you to switch to manual mode.

Easy maintenance:
Athena, with its powerful suction motor can 
clean alone: hoses, tanks and even the boiler 
will be cleaned with a simple action without 
the intervention of technical staff.

AIR CLEANING 
CYCLE

1_Suction
Unhealthy air and dust are sucked up and conveyed inside the machine.

2_First filtering
Unhealthy air is subjected to a first filtering using water.

3_Filtering with separator
A second filtering operation is then carried out by the exclusive “molecular separator” 
that manages to intercept and reject even the smallest particles.

4_Output of clean air
These two natural filters expel healthy, clean and perfumed air.

accessories

Steam lance adapter 

Extensions 

Tank 
filling bottle 

150-mm opening Multifunction brush Wiper 

Handle 
with hose 

Steaming turbobrush  

Acqua Clean Turbo carpet cleaner 

Electric carpet cleaner 

Transparent nozzle 

Extendable hose 

supplied

on request


